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FORWARD

Ideally, professional meetings are a place where new ideas can be

geneTated, where tentative hypotheses can be formed, and where the latest

in research findings may be shared. Usually the material presented at

these meetings precedes published articles by an average of a year or

more. This makes sharing the contents of these meetings very important.

For this reason, as wall as others, almost every major professional or-

ganisation publishes proceedings of its annual convention. The attempt

here is to publish major papers from the 94th annual meeting of the

American Association on Mental DefWency. Because this is a single ven-

ture and was not supported by the Association, it was not possible to

include all or even a majority of the papers. Therefore the arbitrary

decision was made to cover comprehensively one major area, behavior

modification.

The production of this compendium was no easy task, and required co-

operation from the authors, the Superintendent of Orient State Institutn,

the printing department of Orient State Institute, and the Division of

Mental Retardation of the Ohio Department of Mental Hygiene and Correc-

tion. For their assistance I am indeed grateful. A special acknowledge-

ment must go to Yrs. Linda Ott, ny secretary, who is responsible for the

countless hours required to produce this publication.
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VAN THROUGH A TUFW:D LHNS

Burton Blatt
Syracuse University

It has been said that artists distort reality to present reality.

Most of us must distort reality to preserve it. For things aren't

what they are, but how they appear to a man. He views his orld in

his et.'n way, and each p-rception is a special perception. If, in this

paper, you believe my lens has taken a wrong turn, please attempt to

adjust your focus, not my vision. In this special way permit me to be-

have as though things are how I see them.

My thesis is that society will not eradicate institutional back

wards, will not guarantee human rights, and will not eliminate hunger

by tearing down back vrds or "guaranteeing" human rights or feeding

hungry people, Mankind must change if we are to reduce inhumanity, if

humanity is to survive.

You and I have experienced too much. observe and record the

de .'astation and consequences of mankind's mad excesses and, in bewild-

erment, Le grope to comprehend this sickness infecting normal people.

In despair, we must tontluee that, while humanity is imp-riled, life

continues to flouri0 heedlessly. In anger, we realize the: as man

perseveres, his soul eies. In frustration, we ,bserve that, during

our f-volution, ti have camouflaged the body but accomplished little on

behalf of the spirit. 1e have smoothed the skin but not the consience,

brought dignity to the carriage but scent ary to the carrier.

In humility; and with knowledge that I am no better qualified as

accuser than those to rfibm I speak, I seek redress for terttin acts
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committed by and against mankind.

I am a collector of injustices. Is there a profession as vili-

fied, held more in contempt? I a pear as a modern day Pharisee, and

enjoy my role less than those upon whom I intrude. I cringe with em-

barrassment, presuming to tell you that you must become. Yet I aban-

don caution, not to save my brothers, but to preserve myself. And,

to preserve myself, I ask you to please hear this review of a small

segment of human history.

Have you been to Dachau? Can you add all of the Dachaus to all

of the Siborias? Is there a man willing to catalogue our own Southern

history, life in demented mental hospitals, Vietnam, and 'ihe world of

man-made sub-humans some call state institutions? In his own manner,

each man thinks about evil. And, in his curious mind, there are times

and situations where he is comforted by its presence. aut, is there a

man who will tolerate a flood that is endless and fathomless and se.rse-

less?

In his OVA1 manwr, each man dreams about clean, happy, laughing

people. And, watching a lively girl stroll the avenue on a clear

morning, t day that is vrfect for mankind, is there a soul rtio can

think about beaten and made-ugly humanity? Yet I an driven to remind

you that the noon does have its dark side; the human spirit does entice

the inhuman act' man does not a.:ways please. 'A.thout credentials for

these responsibilities, I seek to preserve th2 precari:us thread betteen

each of us and the humanness that ve are fast losing. rithout credentials,

I make demands---yet prefer to follor. I am forced to enjoin my betters,

for you have rejected the wisdom of your betters. :While the time is

long past when mankind ceased his climb upi:rd, there is yet a chance

to revive that destined goal and divert ourselves from this faithless

J



journey to nowhere. And, today at least, I believe our one chance lies

not in extolling the glories and virtues of that dreamed of ascendancy,

but in describing, disecting, and comprehending our debasements and

agonies. Ye nay save ourselves, not yith promises of 4 new good life

to road us, but with plain accounts of the real-unreal world we have.

fashioned for ourselves tne, now, must either change or eternally sallow

in its slime.

Yhat must vo change? ':here shall we do battle? Who are the people

responsible for Dachau and Song Hy, for Hitler and Stalin, for some

now nameless forgotten German officer and for our own, for the Cancer

Ward and the State School, for bloated starving Biafran children, and

too many of our chlieren, for wars and killings and hunger and slavery

and avarice and dehumanization and inhumanity? Who are the people

responsWe? You are the only person and I am the only person respon-

sible accountable. If you do not change all is lost and, if I do

not change, nothing will change. If : Ham an evil torld, a stupid

system, blind leaders, or man's obvious imperfections, I may be right.

But if it means I do not have to change, I contribute to th!' evil.

You ane I are all that is needed to change the world. Cur nec-

essary confrontation is not social. It is p,rsonal. The battle is

not against society but wit:- oneself. It Is not political, but psycho-

logical, not within th- group, but in the mind, not to safeguard one's

civilization, bit oneself, not legal, but moral. The final confronta-

tion rill not be among groups of men such as those seated at the United

Nations, but vithin the depths and images and mazes that comprise and

consume the substance of each man. The race to eternity dill be be-

tween a civilization moving toyard its infamy and e:Ch man neighing

his belief in its glory or his vorshil of Its obscenity. In whatever
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way the race concludes--win or lose, the survival of or the

triumph of savageryindividual man will determine the outcome,

thesis f.s, and must be, expressed with repeated use of such

terms as "I" and "my". This can not be an objective discourse con-

cerning ambiguous Man. It must be the subjective revelation of some-

one who i5 forced to flee the safety and comfort of dispassionate ex-

change. Both this report and whatever you and I do in reaction to it

must be rrsonal---in the profound sense---not social.

During my travels through Germany, I had often wondered,
"Was he guilty? Vhat Ile involved?"

Having neve. encountered one who was guilty or involved,
I realized that I had been asking the wrong questions.
Can a man be guilty just because he is not involved?

l':here were those 50 million uninvolved Germans?
Where are the 150 million (175 minion?) unbigoted Americans?
Were the good Germans innocent?
Is liberal America racist?

They were guilty.
We are racists,

not because te abuse and destroy, but because
our voices are silent.

The silent Americans are guilty!

The racist tells the coon joke and the kike joke and
The racist listens without rancor.
The racist does not rant to blacks and
The racist does not 'retest.

Every German who lived unharmed tas guilty.
Every American---ibite and black---14)0 is confortabe in his society

is racist.
All echo have exoerienced or knoll of Purgatory, asylums, and

totalitation---
and are untroubled--

Dehumanize their brothers.

To otserve sorrov, untouched is to cause it to continuo.

I ask you to change humanity by changing yourself, to solve the

riddle "I" before you attempt to solve the human nuzzle, to commit

yourself before you commit mankind. l ask you to think of yourself,
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not society, and how you must evolve, not what civilization must endure.

And for he rho concludes that I ask the chicken to change the ecyg when

I say that the individual must changehimself, first, and then society,

does he still doubt that man one day will change his genes?

It is clear that, ultimately, each man rust account for his personal

behavior and the behavior of those he influences. And, it is clear that

each point has its :ounterpoint. For each deed there is another deed

or a misdeed. And, all these fulfill a grand design for mac. to alter

and improve. As man comprehends h$s mission and destiny, the design

for each of us vill reveal as much as he wishes. Man is able to judge

and determine his future, and the condition in which he rill achieve

it. Man is capable of understanding hou the human worle is the com-

plex parts, the sum, anethe substance of infinite points and counter-

points.

As each point has its counterpoint, each paradox can unfold un-

derstanding. To study human behavior is to study ap2arent paradoxes

---as it is to seek truth. If, to know all is to accept all, to know

people is to bring one closer to understanding and accepting therm.- -

and their veaknesses as +ell es thtt i?hich makes them unIcpe and mar-

velous. In the profound sense, there is no paradox tol

the thief vflo is honest,
the harlot to is virtuous,
the noble man vho is ignoble,
the %Aft for Codot that is the wait for Cod.

And, knowing that to be Comfortable in a mad universe one must
operate in a state of discomfott.

In the profound sense, it may not be paradoxical that, as re grope

toward an understanding of dehumanization, v* may be led to accept the

puzzle of huManity. In the process, re ray learn that, uhile living

is a paradox, life is a simple and self-revealing truth.

8
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Since time immemorial, man has heard -- -and done little --about

starving and tortured children. Hovever, even the cleverest among "s

is unable to conceal or justify mankind's historical denial of funda-

mental hul ri Ms to some among his brothers. There is a difference

betvten truth and fantasy, and he vho doesn't appreciate this difference,

can be dangerous. Such a person finds his truth as it conveniences him

and as it fits his behavior. To that man, truth is operational beli,41

a kind cf functionalism; if I do it or believe it, )-y my definition of

the infinite it is the correct thing to do or to believe. Even such

a person is unable to conceal or justify our sorroiful heritage.

Despite my belief that ve, in America, no more---or less---than

other nations sanction human indignities, what I have to re-ort draws

its reference from the historical antecedants and the contemporary

character of life in America. For, we must admit th:t the zeitgeist

of our society is menacing;

Fat, inolent, oppressive
Am a, America
Gee cd thee of your waste
Pi p.7 and spoil
Y6" troy

Ant:' you destroy
Dl's`

that you conserve

ingenius, s.5missive
America, America
Your cron has thorns
With paradoxes that have paradoxes
Out days are better
As they grow worse
1e become more affluent
As tie sink

Lower
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Our obese and hungry together average where we should be
Not where we were or what we are
All of our wars have been righteous and we fight mental illness
As we continue to kill and be killed
In foreign lands and at home
We are confused an,' inept with the Blacks
The Reds, The Yellow (not Yellows?)
No not Yellow, never Yellows
Always the Yellow lenace, the Yellow Horde

And, in our crises with the Blacks
And the Yellow Horde
We lose what we know of ourselves
And what man con make of himself
While bright young Ph.D's and other D's engage themselves
And prove to us
That ants are elephants
That the world is a marvel
That society brings me happiness

That I cannot change the world
That I am not responsible

Our pioneering forefathers carved out a great and mighty civili-

zation from an indomitable wilderness that required billions of years

to form and but a mere hundred or so to conquer. And, the price of

that wondrous achi-vement was destroyed Indiar civilizations, exploited

and brutalized Oriental field workers, victimized Italian railroad

laborers, hollow-eyed children working in Hanhattan sweat shops and,

probably, the longest and most continuous and most systemctic dehu-

manization program known to mankind---American slavery. Through some

quirk, we are as careful to record for posterity our sicknesses as well

as our spiritual victories. There has never been a scarcity of injust-

ice collectors and, in view of our behavior, through the years they

should have been kept quite busy. It would benefit each of us to re-

view recorded descriptions of the auction block. Read about meni,

fighting and crying, begging not to be separated from rives and child-

ren; a girl, no more than fifteen, her dress torn away to show that

tale has no whiplash scars, to demonstrate she isn't a "mean nigger".

10
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Slaves branded on the thigh, head, or breasts, or back - --chained to-

gether anc marched from one state to another---and those too old or

too tired or not caring to live anymore, left by the wayside to die.

Generations of blacks, engulfed and mired in a culture so inhumane

that---only nowcan som- appreciate the myth of their inferiority

and natural subservience. And, although there will always be the re-

bel leader and h,roic freedom fighter, America's humanscape will long

bear the scars of a system that taught human beings to believe they

were not human while they were taught to pray to, and believe in, a

merciful God. From the beginning, our history is rot unspoiled.

In New York, recently, the pacers reported the arrest of a man

and his wife for murdering he vDman's dauchter. The child was starved

and beaten and, eventually, thrown into a river, anchored to forty-

five pounds of rocks. However, it is not about child-beaters, insane

killers, pathological rapists, and humanity gone berserk that I ad-

dress myself before this group. Horrifying and painful as those sit-

uations are, for thousands and thousands of years civilization has up-

held th- illegality of such behavior and, thus, society has recognized

and accepted its responsibility to exact an "eye for an eye" or to im-

pose whatever punishment or retribution it finds necessary to protect

itself. Rather, I ask you here to consider our legal or -uasi-legal

sanctioned policies and practices that lead to and encourage the denial

of human rights to human beings. I ask you to consider the nublie's

will not the criminal's code, society's ethics not it's prohibitions.

I ask you to reflect upon the consequences of our unique Ameri-

can slave system, injustice in our schools, and the evil perpetrated

within our mental hospitals and state schools for the mentally retard-

ed. I ask you to view contemporary American life anf1 your personal

31
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activities and convictions with the same diligence cnO remorselessness

we, in Am...,rica, judged Hitler's policies in the 'Thrsaw ghetto, Stalin's

at Lubyanka, and rlao's, Castro's and russolini's. As---to our misfor-

tune---tha American list is not unlike most other nations', this re-

view 'ill focus -,articularly on children and their treatment in insti-

tutions.

As I exhort you to change and as I remind myself that reform will

not come unless I change, I am compelled again to seek a form, more

personal than prose, to co7municate beliefs concerning man and his in-

terrelatedness.

For mankind must believe that:

Each man's life means everything,
Or it means nothing.
He is the only man,
Or no man exists.
Each life and each death
Is a profound event,
Or no life---not a singteLlife ever--
Yes of any consequence.
Everything matters or nothing has mattered.

But to account for oneself as one accounts for his brother, to

speak of personal anguish so as to deal better with the anguish of

others, is a severe test. To do this ane to be optimistic in thc, face

of reality---in spite of reality---is the test of poets.

For, rho can describe beauty in institutions
Who can pay honr.st tributes to their buccolic scenes

of lush fields and clear streams
Who can so reduce the terror inside

to permit its physical appreciation outside
Who can view the scatalogical in relation to its

tautalogical---not its villainy

Who will attempt to discuss the humanitarian ethos
in terms of:
asylums
custody
totalization

Who is so capable that he may bring dignity to such words as:

I 9J.N
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inmate
patient
material

"ho is so s.lsitive, and insensitive, as to drive from
his mind:
the back ward
the day room
the non-school school

Is there a poet---has there ever been one---so brave or
wise that he dared:
to squeeze out the truth until it appeared as a lie
to be so objective as to be beyond reality
to stare down evil and find goodness

Are there men---is there a human being---who can
detach themselves from passion and prejudice

Who can write a true account of life in the institution
who can write about:
the good as well as the evil
the beauty with the horror
the profound asylum and the vivid confinement

Is there one person not of the establishment--
and not of the reformists---whose axes are ground and whose
battles are won:
who can take distance and yet have compassion
who is neither frightened of evil nor eyed by goodness
who can forgive everything and nothing

Is there a poet with words so true, with a mind so clear
and soul so deep that:
he comprehends the incomprehensibility of asylums
his language permits new understandings
we accept his words as deeds

If there is such a poet
he would appear

Some day, a man will be known
Who will teach us of life, of beauty, and evil
Yho will help us unfold the meanings of things
And will cause us to learn that there is a design

He will teach us that:
in spite of the back wards
in spite of the inmates
in spite of the evil

The design for each of us holds nothing but good

In Paris, on December 10, 1948, the United Nations General As-

sembly adopted a Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Its preamble

spoke of dignity and ec:uality and freedom, once revered concepts that

13
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---in recent years---have fallen upon evil days. I am compelled to-

day, more than two decades after ar'option of the Universal Declara-

tion, to review some of the Articles -- -thereby assessing the state of

humanity as I have experienced it and as I judge it to be.

If "All human beings are born free anr' equal in dignity and rights,"

than .:why have I seen, in dormitories for th' severely mentally retarded,

solitary confinement cells that are continuously filled and with wait-

ing lists for their use?

If "Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of per-

son," then why have I seen a female resident at the state school for

the mentally retarded who has been in a solitary cell for five years,

never leaving---not for food or toileting or sleep?

If "No one shall be held in slavery or servitude," then why have

I seen men who have been held in state school custody for twenty or

thirty years, neither having been granted a review of their cases nor

genuine consideration of the !possibility that they may be capable of

discharge and community placement?

If "Ho one shall be subjectee to torture or to cruel, inhuman or

degrading teatment or punishment," then why have I seen two young wo-

men in one solitary cell at the state school, lying nude in a corner,

their feces smeared on the walls, ceiling, and floor---two bodies hud-

dled in the darkness, without understanding the wrongs they have com-

mitted or those co-mitted against them?

If "Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a p-rson

before the law," then why have I seen another young woman, in solitary

confinement, day after day and year after year, nude and assaultive,

incontinent and non-verbalexcept for one day each month ....hen her

parents call for her, and when she is washed and dressed and, then,

1.4
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taken home or for a ride in the country---except for one day each

month when her clothes remain on h-r, );ien she communicates, when

she is a human being?

If "No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or

exile," then why have I seen men and vomen - -- residents of state schools

for half a century---never knowing why they were placed originally, no

longer caring to experience the outside world, and with no possiblity

that anyone outside is either interested in them or knows that they

exist as human belJgs?

If "Everyone is entitled in full e uality to a fair and public

hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination

of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him,"

then rhy have I seen a boy at a state school in continuous seclusion

twenty-four hours a day, described by the dormitory physician as a

"monster"?

If "No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his

privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour

and reputation," then why have I seen incoming mail to state school re-

sidents, and their outgoing mail, read and censored by institutional

supervisors?

If "Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence

within the borders of each state.. (If) Everyone has the right to leave

any country, including his own, any) to return to his country," then why

have I seen human beings rho have never---in ten or twenty or thirty or

seventy years---left the one hundred or two hundred or a thousand acres

of the state school---they who were delivered there at birth, only whose

souls will leave?

15
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If "Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to

race, nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found

a family," than why have I seen the mentally retarded, the epilertic,

and others denied such rights, by state statutes; why have I seen

young women sterilized as a condition for their release from the state

school?

If "Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in

association with others. (If) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived

of his property," then why have I seen residents of the state school

deprived of their personal possessions and their entitlements under

public assistance?

If "Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and

religion," then why have I seen some residents at the state school re-

quired to attend church services and other residents prohibited from such

attendance?

If "Everyone has the right tofreedom of opinion and expression,"

then why have I seen a child berated by his state school teacher because

of the opinions he expressed and why did I hear her tell him how ungrate-

ful, how wicked he was, in light of the bountiful state, that had given

this unwanted child everything and expected only loyalty and gratitude

in return?

If "Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social se-

curity," then why hive I seen more securing than security, more soli-

tary than social, more indignity than dignity, more enchainment than

freedom?

If "Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment,

to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against un

employment," then why have I seen residents of state schools in custody

1.6
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long beyond that time when they merited community placement, in custody

because they were performing essential and unpaid work at the institution?

If "Everyone has the right to education," then why have I see

children at state schools for the mentally retarded p'1,rmanently denied

any semblance of education, treatment, or training?

If "Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying

for any state, group or person any right to engage in any activity

or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the ri,:htc

and freedoms set forth herein," then why have I seen human beings who

have been given nothing, who have nothing and who, tomorrow, will have

less?

Uhy have I seen a state school superintendent who did not call for

a postmortem, an inquiry, or even a staff conference to eetermine the

possibility of negligence or other unusual circumstances surrounding

the death of a severely retarded child who choked when an attendant fed

her a whole hard-boiled egg?

Uhy have I seen a state school director of nursing leave sudden-

ly for a three day vacation, without assigning ackitional staff or

someone to sccred him in his absence, during the midst of a hepatiAis

epidemic where, in one building alone, twenty -seven of seventy-one

patients were diagnosed as having this dreaded disease.

Uhy have I seen a severely retarded ambulatory resident, stabbed

in the testicles an unknown assailant while he slept, vho almost

died because the night attendant bandaged him as best she could, with

no one doing anything else for the wwind until ten hours later?

Shy have I seen children at the state school go to bed each night

wearing dungarees instecd of pajamas, on mattresses without sheets,

without pillows, end not one child "owning" even a single erticle of

1.7
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clothing?

"hy have I seen children nude and bruised, sitting, sleeping and

eating with moist or dried feces covering them and their surroun3ings?

ny have I seen children lying on filthy beds, uncovered, flies

crawling all over them?

by have I seen children playing in and eating garbage?

Yhy have I been forced to view my brothers, and the world in

which they live, as if I were standing in garbage, as if it were to

consume me?

Form in your mind's eye this scene, this continuation, this last

vulgar ounce of value squeezed from those least valued. Visualize this

short true story.2

Fine grains of snow fall gently on the roughly hewn gray stone

fort. Inside, amid the harsh lives and broken thoughts, a procession

silently and fleetingly mourns. Those who comprehend learn that one

has passed and they mourn, not for him, themselves and for each other.

They mourn for lives lived without hope, that end without meaning.

They mourn for a soul used in his lifetime as material, whose bones

and meat continue to serve science.

They mourn for those dealdy years and, now, this restless death,

swirling in gleaming vats in Boston and Syracuse, waiting for bright

2Based on infrecuent involvements with mediccl school cadaver com-
mittees, experiences the reader may wish to forego. I have observed
that certain deceased state school residents are selected for medical
study as they were selected for institutionalization, and are treated
in death as they were treated in life. Cn the average, each selected
corpse involuntarily contributes one year of his eternal life to so-
ciety before he is permitted his rest; he, of all people, who owes so
little to society, from whom society has exacted so much, and from whom
society has made his entire life---and now his death---a sacrifice.

18
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lively boys in 'hite to perform one final necessary obscenity.

They mourn for their wasted lives that shell end as this one ends,

not cleanly, neither in sympathy for the ivIne Lurvivors nor with re-

spect for th7 immortal spirit.

But, they mourn more for the creations of God and obstetricians

than the final indignities imposed by chairmen of medical school ca-

daeer coemittees.

For, the law requires that their bloated, mutilated and sewn flesh

must be scooped together, someday, and returned to the earth they long

for, the earth tht will treat them more gently than the world that

spayned them.

For is there a law, is there an authority that can do for one-- -

in life---what all beings achieve in death?

Is there a mundane justice thet, hivever infinitesimally, comlares

with the eeurlite enr!, brotherhood of the ground?

Dare we :believe that there is a f,ithful conclusion, even for one

whose life is as faithless es his mortrl mission is senseless, as 5t is

a violation of his right to be faithfel?

Dare we hope that dead people bear no grudges, even es thy? Jiving

remorsefully Pursue the unforgiven unblessed deeerted?

I have brought tin the past and now the deceased. What of he liv-

ing and hot; may we predict the future? For the living confound as we

are drawn to them. Can there be a better world for the mentally re-

tarded? flsking the uestion im -lies that, indeed, there can he a better

world, thet, in retrospect, this is a better world. Asking the euestion

denies the inevitable answer.

Some among you may conclude that an insuperable chasm lies between

this discourse and evidence. Some mey cleim that I bring the softest
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data to support these words. In truth, I need no date, for everything

reported here is well known to those who know about such matters; and

anyone who re uires data is unlikely to out such evidence to useful pur-

poses. 'e need no data to conclude that there never was, there isn't

now, there will not be a better world for the m-ntiAly retarded.

There cannot be a better wo.,:ld for thc mentally retarded, or a

poorer world, or any !(),:le. lorlds and futures are for the living.

not for labels and nom-ncltures anr' retards or defectives. .'orlds

are for lives, not for things or prejudices or administrative confi-

gurations. The m-ntally retarded are no more peoplc then is the 'hot -

graph a person. To understand this p-rmits one to a,:preciate the beauty

of a Helen Keller and to realize thatwhile she wes not c,ntally re-

tarded--- before she ,c7.S not mentally retarded and before Anne Sullivan,

she J,!es mentally retarded.

'Ae are trapped. Mov4 that man has created the "menttly retarded"

(and th' "mentally ill") he must label an cat:70rize him, not only es

he seeks to help, him -- -irony of ironies---even as he strurgles to wipe

away the effects of his evil taxonomy, even as he strives to erase forever

the taxonom7 itself. As I entreat you to destroy the concept "mental

retardation", I fine myself using the term er yo'. use it, a' -'ing to the

lay'rs of inhumanity heaped upon those souls so foully designated. As I

tell you there is no future for the mentally retarded---there will not

be any until they are returned to their brothers as men and women-- -

as I tell you these things, I meander about human beines as "mentally

retarded". v'e are trapped by civilization's penchant for creating in-

sane problems. And, our brothers and we will not be rescued by psy-

chologists or sociologists or special educatorsand, althcweh the"

will better describe end teach us about the benchmarks of civilization,
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not even Ly poets or historians. have a modest chance to rlerWt the

nova - retarded, Jle now-disturbed, the now-abused to enter our world--

albeit an imperfect world---en-, I believe, that chance depends upon a

decision society must make, ut only insoftr aF, each can wst make his

personal decision.

Men den no longer hiec their faith and th'ir souls in the United

Nations or with any other group. "hat we have done to ez.ch other no

nation and no group can rectify. "hat I have done to you, only I can

repay end correct. Before each Tan seeks to change the world, he must

change. Before these words become more than jos` ,ords, I must 'eecome

more than I am now. As I latent on the plight of mankind, I must ac-

count for mss a n plight:

For, who can tell a man, "We will makr up to you for the lost
years?"

'!ho can return to a man the sweet pleasures of a summer day,
His wife and carefree children at his side--
To a man destroyed before his merriege,
Wit'l children never to be conceived?
Who can describe the fracrant sensation of a pine covered

hill in Tay,
Dackdroppino a neat farmhouse overlooking fields and streams,
And living things-- -
To one who had hardly lived and had harel,! been given time to

stop,
And gather in those wonders?
Is there a man who can claim, "I have seen these times restored,
I have been given back the years that were taken,
The flesh that ravaged,
The being th:A once ceased to be?"
Who will unfold the years that are gone,
The times that are past,
The moments that are wasted,
This instant that ill never again be?
Vhen a man thinks about these questions, he cries.
He doesn't cry for mankind, nor for you.
He cries for himself and for the wasted times in a
Desolate and plundered
Cosmos.

Man is a wise fool and a sentimental sadist. Is this his natural

manner? The funrfa-ental c.uestion is bether man is Ale---anf!, if as
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I believc, he is able, is Is milling - - -to chance. Loth fecrfully one

hopefully, I concluee the t, if he eotsn't chFnm nothiT.1 %All matter.

And, if he doesn't, all of ovr past coule net have mattes-et'. If he

doesn't, he ''ill have become an example of the AtblAs' tncient scying

that God gives visdon only to those 1:,ho have !!isdom.

Further, I believe that vtt each man dues---awl how his eery

act causes ene effects--is more t en a reflection of his selfhood.

It is a re-creation of it. But, that has he fashionee?

I4en eifferenti.-tes himself from other beings.
He has spzech.
He can ,:lrtect himself from the elements.
He can love the ote and adept to a nc- environment.

1;an's sptcch, his clothing, ane the inrsenio+Js slays he trtvels and

mir:retts,

A117 him to to freer than
The ta0.1
Tht Junc71' *:east and

Even
The 'Ind,

Man is c.tpabl- of controlling the forces of nttlire more that they

are ctp0le of controlling him.
Bi+t man has not Jomonstreted his cepeAlity to crr.rel himself.
Ane that which r, rmits to fly, to 'Ale, to shape his c'estiny,
Causes him to Vmede end destroy other crli.
That +1-lich givtg mr:h1 th-ir freeeom rives flslavtment to others.

That !bids makes man uniquely fret,
Makes him uni.uely htrrasted.

Cur gifts are ovr eamonS.
Never having spoken, the lion rules with a real.
Her "ly rovinci, she snail rnr\sres,

In his none', the fish is fese.

But man, prideful and elovent man!
He disdains the mute en,' strurgles tgeins a vslationshits with them.

He Lines the crippled end increases their spasticity.
He restrains the veak and incompetent one guevntees their infirmits..
He envelopes the 016 and feeble end insures their loneliness.
He segregates the ill ens, recreates thtlr tAritutl

eisf%ilitis.

C1
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than enforces his retribution on those rho do not spark by incar-
ce;-:ting them.

On those Iho eo not think enchaining them.
On those !ho c'o not conform by eenuJing them.
On those 'he 'ill not he hroken L\' breekin' them.

The animals hay fe,or ,ifts than man but
fever imporatives
fever options but
leer recuirements
feer accomplishments '-ut
fe'or needs.

Animals are less civi!ized than man, but hE'v. more civilization.
Animals have less freedom.
Sut the animal vorid has more fresedom.

Aankind hes enslaved his 1:lothers and himself.

Some may vdoneer vhy I Tote this paper. Thor:, is a compelling

Israeli edelogue, where a visitor asks, "hy did you come here?" The

Israeli replies, "I came to Israel to forget." "To forget shat ?" "I

forgot."

I "rote this paper to remine those 'ho have forgotten and to help

instruct those vho claim not to kno,. For tere are other compelling

..crds, torn en' nurture0 one, forever more, c,rved in the soil of Dachau:

"aememtor us. Do not forget,"

Our J:rusalem All tA the back l'are. And, ve must not forget its

existenceand all of mankinA ideological !-.W aros---until civil-

ization makes it unnecessary for us to rememtor.

Most of all, I rote this parser to remind myself. I must not for-

get.



Grouad Rules for Behavior Modification

Donald L. MacMillan

University of California, Riverside

Behavior modification, as a technique, has been utilized by indi-

viduals representing a variety of disciplines: clinical psychology,

psychiatry,social work, nursing, and education. Most of these dis-

ciplines contact the exceptional child on an individual basis. Convebsely,

educators have attempted to abstract some of the principles learned

on a one to one basis and apply them in the context of the classroom.

In so doing, several problems unique to education have arisen. Whether

respondent or operant conditioning can to used in a pure sense by a

classroom teacher is a topic worthy of debate.

The ground rules ennumorated below are meant to apply primarily

to the educational setting, hoiever some may be applicable to other

settings. nevertheless, the focus of this paper is on the application

of behavior modification in the educational context. Mother point

which needs clarification before going on regards the eistinction

betreen theory etc' practice. It is not en uncommon thing to encoun-

ter a teacher who claims to s'ti using the "Haring System" or the "Hewett

System," and yet the interpretation of :ghat Hewett and Haring have said

and hoo it is implemented may not even faintly resemble the original

statements of either of those men. Consequently, some of my remarks

will not be valid criticisms of the advocates but rather criticisms
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of their disciples. The ground rules listed are some which this writer

feels should be given to prospective or in-service teachers whet)

theoretical background in learning theory varies from meagre to thor-

ough. Recarc'less, the possible misuse of these techniques may have

devastating consequences for the child labeled mentally retarded and

placed in a classrcom in which behavior modification (as interpreted

by that individual teacher) is used.

rule As Behavior modification must remain a technique within the

larger context of education. That is, it must remain a means to an

end rather than an end, in and of itself.

Behavior modification is a technique, and therefore does not

determine educational goals for children. Hence, familiarization with

behavioral management techniques does not minimize the importance of

teachers being versed in various subject-matter areas and developmental

theories vilich do specify developmental stages (for example, Erikson,

Havighurst, and Piaget). Berlin lies the information which rill help

guide the teacher in the dete:mination of the skills a given child must

master in order to achieve subsequent levels NI a given developmental

hierarchy. Without a developoental framework and a solid basis in

subject-matter areas, the teacher rather arbitrarily decides Meat the

child must learn.

Hewett el discuss the lack of balanced emphasis on goals and

methods inherent in behavior mAification. They writes
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In gener61, selection of these goals is based on
a desire to aid the child in changing maladaptive
behavior to adaptive behavior. At best, these
concepts of "maladaptive" and "adaptive" provide
only the broadest of guidelines for selection of
apecific behavioral goals. In this sense, the
powerful methodology of the behavior modification
approach is not matched by concern with goals in
learning. Teachers are provided with an efficient
means of taking emotionally disturbed children
someplace but are not substantially aided in the
selection of where to go. (1969, p. 523)

Without the alternate information provided in coursework and reading

in the fiLlds of child development and curriculum the "behavioral

engineer" becomes an idiot savant as a teacher.

Another danger inherent in the adoption of a rigidly implemented

behavior modification program in a school district lies in the possi-

bility that a child gill be in a structured "engineered" setting from

the time he enters the svvial education track until he quits school

or graduates. With others (i.e., the teacher) constantly determining

the goals and the tasks, the child is never allowed to take respen-

silility and initiattvi in the educational process. Gradually, the

number and intensity of the cues available to the child must be faded

until he ultimately directs his own bdhavior to practices which foster

the development of self-direction, The alternatives tb self - direction

are the antithesis of one major goal Of education. That is, the child

rust be allowed to develop self-direction. In a teacher dominated class-

room, regardless of how well controlled, Ir'ehavior modification is being

used to benefit the teacher -- not the Children. This will be discussed

subsequently.
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Rule lai The terminal behavior defined as the goal must be deter-

mined on the basis of what is in the best interest of the child- -

not the teacher.

Ullmann and Krasner state that the first question asked by the

behavior analyst is, "What behavior is maladaptive, that is what sub-

ject behaviors should be increased or decreased?" (1965, P.1) The

objective analysts of behavior might reveal the answer to this question.

The frantic teacher; however, is not likely to have the time or the

skills to perform such an experimental analysis and therefore often

asks a slightly different question. The question which actually gets

answered is, "What behavior manifested by the child is most annoying

to me as his teacher?" When this question is answered and the behavior

modification program designed and implemented, one can only speculate

regarding whether it is in the best interests of the child. MacMillan

and Forness (in press) point out that a check on this possibility might

be to ask a subsequent question, which is, "Is the behavior identified

as maladaptive actually interfering with his learning?"

Wood (1968) cites study after study which have been interpreted

to suggest that teachers, in general, are more concerned with main-

taining power over students than in knoledge and skill transmission.

To the extent that the above findings generalize to teachers of the

mentally retarded, the potential consequences might he even more devas-

tating since many of the rights of children so labeled are abridged at

the time of labeling. There is little doubt regardin) the power of

behavior codification as a technique. However, the changes in behavior
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resulting from its use or misuse may not be in the child's best inter-

ests. Wood writes:

These teachers may often be those against whose
already abusive application of their authority
pupils have the greatest need to be protected.
Like many "tools", behavior modification techni-
quJs are themselves morally blind. Like a stout
sword, they work equally v*11 in the hands of
hero or tyrant. -Any person:of moderate intel-
ligonce can, with assistance if not independently,
apply them with great effectiveness for good or
ill. (1968, p.14)

The right of the child to participate in the determination of

goals should not be ignored. The use of contracts in a nue:er of

programs would seem to be a step in the right direction with regard

to this point. Allowing the child to participate avoids an unfor-

tunate result wen it is skipped, that is having (Wined the child's

present behavior as inappropriate in (the teacher) plans to shape it

towards behavior 'a has defined as appropriate.

Jule 113: The axiom that "all behavior is learned" must not be

interpreted to mean that "all children learn alike."

Throughout courses in the teacher preparation sequence one theme

is constantly hammered home' Teachers must individualize instruction.

Cho is impressed in reading through the clinical literature lith the

use of behavior modification as a therapeutic technique and with the

elaborate and creative contingencies and reinforcements devised for use

with an individual patient. the Classroom teacher, horever, is confronted

with somewhere between 12 aid 18 children and finds individualization of

instruction and control a virtual impossihility. Hence, the classroom

it
AU
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programs based on behavior principles commonly abuse the individualiza-

tion notion.

The teacher who does not individualize rill cite evidence that

schools assume that all children are reinforced by letter grades or

teacher approval, and that this assumption is an invalid one. Yet,

she will turn around and have her entire class vorking with check

marks redeemable for tangible rewards as the accelerating consequence.

Hence, the class has ALL children on check marks; ALL children receive

the check marks at 15 minute intervals; ALL children are vorking on

the same academic task; ALL children trade in their check marks at

either the end of the day or week, rhich in ALL cases are redeemable

for the SAV1E tangible prizes; and ultimately ALL of thf- children All

go off of check marks at the same tire in the year. Granted thin is

an overstatement of the case, however the violation of any one of the

above actually violates the existance of individual differences in

children. Children vary considerably in the ability to delay grati-

fication; they vary in hat constitutes a reinforcement for them; they

vary in the speed with vilich they achieve mastery over a particular

developmeltal stage; and they naed varied programs in order to meet

their varied needs.

Pule The teacher has a responsibility to lead the child along

a continuum to more nature levels of performance. That is, the child

must not be allowed to stagnate at a reinforcement level on the con-

tinuum below the level at which he is capable of functioning.

In an earlier article (MacMillan, 1969) a tentative continuul

twit"
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was postulated for both accelerating and decelerating consequences.

Moving from the most primitive accelerating consequence and progressing

to tha most matures

(1) food

(2) tangible rewards (toys or trinkets)

(3) tokens or check marks redeemable for tangible rewards

(4) symbolic rewards (letter grades or graph)

(5) social approval

(6) being correct

(7) sense of mastery

A continuum for decelerating consequences might include (again in

increasing order of maturity):

(1) electric shock (extreme punishment)

(2) spanking (mild punishment)

(3) denial of privileges or removal from rewarding setting

(4) verbal reprimand

(5) social disapproval

(6) being incorrect

(7) self-disaw)ointment

Whereas much writing in the eJutational literature deals with the

sequential steps necessary to direct a child from one level in any

subject-matter field to the next step, precious little in the behavior

modification literature has dealt with the movement of children from

one reinforcement level to subsequent stages, Skinner (1951) recognized

a reinforcement Continuum, however little systematic research has been

30
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done on this topic. Hewett (1968) postulates an hierarchy of rein-

forcers within his rationalc for the "engineered classroom", but again

little verification of his steps has appeared in the literature.

This writer has observed in classrooms there a teacher has had

the entire class on a check mark systc.: for a period of to years.

When one of the teachers was asked then she was going to start moving

the children on to subsequent levels, her response was "Why, I'm

not going to fool around with something that is working." Such a response

reflects the danger mentioned in Rule #2. Obviously, the check mark

system was for the teacher's convenience, not the children's.

If one of the major goals of education set for all children is

to get them to be self-directed learners, they must move along the

reinforcement continuum. If not, learning outside the formal and

supervised classroom is unlikely. The teacher must undertake to pair

those accelerating consequences with consequences higher on the con-

tinuum. Through association the more mature reinforcers should take

on reinforcing properties. For example, if the child is considered to

be functioning at the token or check mark level, theneach time the teacher

provides the token or checks they can be graphed each time the graph is

filled in the teacher should give social approval. In so doing, the

child's response to reinforcements is shaped in somthat the same manner

his behavior is shaped by reiAforcing successive approximations.

Rule iht The behavioral engineer should recognize that certain of

the constructs utilized IA behavior rodification are reductioristic

in nature.

Rather than going into great detail here, the reader is referred

to an arti:le which will appear soon in f.xcebtiohalChildreQ by this

31
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writer and Steven R. Forness. In that article considerable detail is

devoted to outlining the ways in which the behaviorists have reduced the

concepts of leaming, motivation, and reinforcement to the extent *,hat

they can not encompass much of the experimental work in the field.

Briefly, a view of human learning in terms of discrete, operational

steps ignores the inherent logic in the material :0 bc,. learned. Gaga,

for example, contends that the nature and structure of the task whichls

to be learned is of greater importance than the principles of learning

such as reinforcement and practice. The behaviorists' operational defin-

ition of learning ignores much of the research on children's

learning reported by Piaget and his associates (navel', 1963).

Defining motivation in terms of the manipulation of consequences

contingent upon the organism behaving in a desired fashion ignores the

sources of motivation described bys Piaget (HUnt, 1961) regarding the

"match" between the schemata of the child and the task; Festinger (1959)

regarding stimulation-seeking behavior arising out of cognitive incon-

gruities; Harlow (1949, 1953) regarding the apparent innate curiosity

drive; or White (1965) regarding competence motivation. All four of

these noted psychologists, based on extensive research, describe intrin-

sic sources of motivation found difficult to explain vithin the context

of learning theory vith its emphasis on observable and measureable behavior.

By defining reinforcement as "a stimulus which increases the like-

lihood of a response" a separation of natural and arbitrary reinforcers

is fostered. Forster (1966) provides an interesting discussion of this

separation, and in conclusion opts for natural reinforcers whenever pos-

sible. logically, it follors that if a child becomes accustomed to having

his reading reinforced by check marks his behavior (ie, reading) is not

UN,
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likely to generalize to settings outside the classroom, since his natural

environment is not likely to reinforce reading with check marks.

In conclusion, the extensive research on behavior modification

has revealed a number of useful techniques for changing behavior. When

applying these techniques in an educational setting one must recognize

the unique situational variables and deal with them. Behavior modi-

fication techniques must be viewed as a supplement to other educational

tools -- not as a substitute. The ground rules specified in this

paper %ll hopefully provide some guidance to achieve that end.
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BEHAVIOR MODIFIC,,TION I S AN EDUCATFMil AND TRi.INING TOOL

Steven R. Forness
University of California, Los Angeles

One of the more widely quoted definitions of behavior modification

and that which ha- been implicit in our discussion this afternoon is

that of Ullmann and Krasner. "...the application of the results of

learning theory and experimental psychology to the problem of altering

maladaptive behavior" (1965 p. 2). It is a definition with considerable

latitude. It describes, in essence, a twofold contribution of behavior

modification to the problem of mental retardation:

1) the manipulation of consequences in changing behavior.

2) the application of systematic observation to education
and /or treatment.

In my own field of special education, behavior modification has been

either suspect or somewhat misused because many teachers have focused

on tangible rewards and failed to appreciate the implications of systematic

observation.

I am reminded of a story about an American soldier curing V!orld

Uar II doo was searching for a seat on a very crowded British train.

Heavily laden with duffel bag, he had walked up and down the aisles

till at last he came to a compartment where only five of the six seats

were occupied by people. On the sixth, however, sat a small bulldog

next to a portly and very imposing British matron. Inquiring politely

of th, matron if he might remove her bulldog and take the vacant seat,

he was met with the stern and stiff-lipped retort, "Don't touch the dog!"

35
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Considerably abashed, he closed the compartment door and continued

his search elsev,here. Sometime later, having traversed the entire length

of the train with no seats to be found, he made his angry way back to

the compartment, only to be met with the same rebuttal. Patience at

an end, he exploded into a lengthy -tirade, making no little mention of

his fatigue, his unfulfilled search, the heaviness of his duffel and the

fact that he, an American, had helped to defend British lines only to

be pre-empted by a bulldog. Goaded further by the familiar rebuttal,

he seized the dog by the scruff of the neck, lowered the window and

hurled the poor creatire out into the passing night.

There was complete stillness in the compartment, as only there could

be after such an unseemly performance. After some time, however, an

elderly 3ritish gentleman lowered the newspaper over which he had been

discreetly regarding the situation. Relighting his pipe, he calmly

remarked, "You know, young man, you Americans go about everything the

wrong way. You drive on the vTong side of the road, eat with the

fork in the vTong hand, and now...now you've gone and thrown the wrong

bitch out the window!"

I suspect that many teachers have thrown "the wrong bitch out the

window.." Teachers are overcoming their apprehension about the be-

havioristic approach as being strictly impersonal, manipulative and

mechanistic. -h,:A they retain in their growing enthusiasm, however,

may be an overemphasis on M & N's, check mark cards, and other external

trappings of behrvior modification.

I suggest that tangible reward systems are not those aspects of

behavior mocification which may have greatest impact. Its ultimate

contribution, particularly in mental retardation, and one that teachers

often neglect (or throw out the window) are those technicurs which help

36
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teachers be more systematic with a variety of methods they already use.

The Teacher as Researcher

The behavioristic approach has generated a great deal of research

into the efficacy of teaching and classroom management strategies Oihelan &

Haring, 1960 and, by necessity, has introduced research methodologies,

particularly systematic observation, into the classroom. Of particular

value to teachers and school psychologists is the technique of recording

and charting of behavioral data. Charting consists of recording the

frequency of behaviors over a period of time on a graph or chart in

order to determine behavioral trends. It is a technique originally

conceived I suppose by laboratory researchers but it has a number of

levels of sophistication, and teachers may adopt and develop their

own format to bring similar precision into the classroom.

By way of illustration, let us suppose that a teacher has in her

class a retarded boy with a number of behavior problems which tend to

interfere with classroom learning. Such situations often appear over-

whelming unless broken into components. The teacher selects out-of-

seat behavior as the first component she will attempt to deal with since

she decides, at this point in time, it is the most disruptive. Before

attacking a problem, she must first decide hew much of a problem exists.

The boy is obviously not out of his seat 100 percent of the time and

possibly not during every period of the day. Certain conditions pre-

vail. Therefore the teacher must determine during 1-hich periods or

activities the out-of-seat behavior occurs as well as the frequency and

duration of the behavior.

3
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On a chart of her own design, she puts a check each time the boy

gets out of his seat during in-seat activities. Should she wish to re-

cord duration of the behavior, she could place a number representing the

actual or estimated number of seconds he remained out of his seat.

The chart can be divided by squares representing, for example, each

activity throughout the day or the day broken into fifteen minute deg-

ments. By piecing together observations of charts over a number of

days or transferring ail the data to a single graph, certain trends

might become become obvious. For example, the teacher might observe

that checks appear most frequently during the first fifteen minutes of

the nine and ten o'clock hours and perhaps not et all during other

hours.

A behavior problem thus brought into focus is much easier to at-

tack with an intervention strategy since the target becomes limited to

certain parameters. The teacher can seek for antecedent or subsequent

events which maintain the behavior during those periods much more easily

than aiming in shotgun fashion at the entire classroom day.

The chart may then serve as a baseline against which to measu:te

effectiveness of behavioral intervention. Suppose the teacher discovers

that these two periods, by coincidence, have been devoted to independent

seatwork. She hypothesizes that the relative lack of structure associated

with independent work might be larticularly difficult for the child to

handle and that he needs further motivation in the form of teacher

attoltion. The teacher could structure the situation in such a way that

she comes to his desk twice each period to check his work but ignores

him otherwise. While checking his vork, the teacher also makes it

point to praise him for his performance and 1-ehavior. She thus gives
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him systematic attention he can count on. The teacher then continues

to record frequency of out-of-seat behavior as before. A decrease in

checks during the two periods confirms the above hypothesis and demon-

strates the effectiveness of the teacher's strategy. If no decrease

is observed, the teacher abandons the hypothesis in favor of another

or searches for an alternative strategy and repeats the process.

Obvious variations of the technique are possible including having

the child chart his own behavior or even, perhaps, chart similar be-

haviors of other children (Patterson 1965). An advantage of either

method is that the child, in labelling the behaviors, is forced to an

awareness of misbehavior and in effect "thinks twice" before acting.

The cumulative effect of charting is precision. There are, as

I have said, a wide range of charting techniques and for the more pre-

cise method of pinpointing behaviors I must yield and refer you to the

people of the Experimental Education Unit of the Universit,, of Washington

(Cohen and Kunzelmann 1969). But even vith a simple paper-and-pencil

tally sheet, the teacher, like the educational researcher, comes to

base his decisions on objective evidence rather than speculation.

Charting of behavior is quite helpful in teacher education. It

is often misleading for a teacher to rely on her torn on-the-spot judg-

ment in making educational decisions. Since many things are happening

in the classroom simultaneously, it is difficult to process meaningful

information on a single problem. A certain amount of reduction has to

occur. If she has been trained, however, to look for and record, only

certain predetermined behaviors, she can go back after class and inspect

the chart at her leisure. She may discover trends of which she may not
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have been aware "in the heat of battle" and be then able to make de-

cisions based on data. In a sense, charting enables her to stand mo-

mentarily outside of herself and look back in upon her own teaching

strategies.

With such observation tedhniques, the teacher then has at her

disposal a valuable tool with rhich to approach a variety of classroom

problems and with which to initiate and evaluate a variety of classroom

strategies. Bringing data (and not just a hunch) to bear on classroom

transactions has been a prime contribution of the behavioristic ap-

proach.

The Teacher as Reinforcer

A related contribution of behavior modification as an education

and training tool is to enhance the effectivenes,; of reinforcers which,

as was indicated in the previous paper, are available in the natural

environment and are used daily by nearly every classroom teacher. The

misfortune of both children anr1 teachers alike is that these reinforce-

ments are seldom used systematically, and their effectiveness is there-

by missing or considerably diminished.

A number of studies have demonstrated the powerful effect of teacher

attention on student performance. One of the most widely quoted was

done by Zimmerman and Zimmerman (1962) on spelling behavior. In a sense

it is a classic in the field and concerns a boy who appeared to have

difficulty in spelling and, when called on, would flounder and have to

be urged and prodded by the teacher. The teacher's response (giving

attention) was viewed as actually reinforcing the child's misspelling.

The child was receiving the teacher's attention (urging and prodding)

when he missvlled the word, and he supposedly continued to do so in
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order to maintain that attention. The teacher was instructed to ignore

the boy unless he spelled correctly. After writing the word incorrectly,

he looked for the teacher to correct him. The teacher, howevcr, continued

working at her desk and i '-norec' him. After a period of waiting .:1Id

misspelling, he began to spell the wore correctly. At that point,

the teacher looked up, smiled one gave him a word of encouragement.

The subject eventually responded to the contingencies and the adaptive

behavior (correct spelling) was increased and maintained as a result

of selective attention.

Teacher attention is particularly important in the area of mental

retardation if we note Zigler's motivational hypothesis. Zigler (1963)

found that institutionalized retardates tended to persist longer on a

monotonous task than non-institutional retardates as a function of

social reinforcement. A study by Jack Gewirtz and Donald Baer (1950

indicated that even for normal children, being left clone in a room

for twenty minutes, as op-,osed to spending the sem, amount of time

talkin: vith the exnerimenter, had a marked effect on the power of

verbal Praise in a twit which followed immediately. When one considers

that tmpoverished environments are typical among the general pc,pulation

of retardates (Hurley 1969), teacher attention would appear to be sub-

stcitially reinforcing even for retardates ire community school settings.

It is helpful in training teachers to point out certain aspects of

their attention. Even though the attention is unpleasant, it may

perceived by some kids as better than no attention at all. As Becker

has pointed out, for some children, the only teacher attention received

is that thich follows misbehavior, and the teacher thus unknowingly

maintains such behavior (Becker, et al. 1967).
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It is of further intere to note a possible "spill-over" effect

of teacher attention. In a study by icManis (1967), subjects who were

not themselves the object of verbal praise by an experimenter, increased

in task performance as a result of sittin-, next to a partner who was

praised. Teachers, of course, should be aware of this "ripple effect"

and its impact on their own classroom.

In a sense, the degree of attention is important. Ye found in a

recent pilot study with pre-school retardates (Forness and Saltzman 1970)

that systematic physical contact had nearly as great an affect on

task performance as food. Patting or rubbing a kid on the neck or

head was reinforcing but hugging was even more rewardinc.7. Although

verbal praise, friefidly looks, smiling an hugging are used by most

pre-s6hool teachers, the behavioristic approach seeks to increase ef-

fectiveness by helping the teacher use these more systematically as

a consec:uence of behavior.

Conclusion

It is unfortunate that behavior modification is not consistently

included in education courses for teachers of the retarded. It is perhaps

even more regrettable that it's not part of the curriculum for all

teachers. It is the regular class teacher who, in most cases, inititates

the process which eventually pins the official label "retarded" on the

child in the form of special class placement. Many such retarded children

may be casualties of "the system." I am sure there are a number of re-

tarded children who might never have been relegated to special class

placement had the classroom environment been different - more predictable,

systematic, individualized - had perhaps she, as well as the special class

teacher, held the behavioristic approach: If the kid's not learning or

behaving, it may not be his fault; it may be mine.
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"IS i',EASME:::17 OF ADAPTIV: LIEHi,VIC'R HELPFUL FOR PRO RA:II0G?"

Earl E. Balthazar, Ph. D.

Central '':isconsin Colony

Any topical discussion which deals ''ith the subject of programming

behaviors must be a challenging one. It is especially challenging when

one is concerned with institutionalized residents who are in the more

severely m:ntally retar'ed ranges. It is felt by some Lhat behavior in

and by itself in these cases is not important, that adults and children

alike should be perceived as "sick" infants who should be fee clothed,

and "mothered" in as physically attractive setting as possible.

In considering these casese there are even ::ore difficulties. Cer-

tainly one difficulty, which touches upon not only the more severely

retarded but all levels of retardation as well, is the refusal to con-

sider specific aspects in program development. Ye hear of beha.ioral

modification of specialized training and educational 2zocedures, and so

forth. A. alf,o hearof such terms as "multidisciplinary," "interdisci-

plinary," and "communication." These are important subsidiary concepts

in program development. Often little more than lip service is paid to

them. As a result., there are fey instances of routinely applied, v.ork-

able, therapeutic, residential programs which can be objectiely 'easured

and evaluated,

There are, of course, many reasons for the absence of resiCential

beha.Pioral programs which can be developed along objectie and systematic

lines. Pegligible institutional buegets, very United ward staffing

patterns, lack of appropriate supervisors, as 'ell as a fair number of

14
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underlying motivational variables contribute a share to the lack of pro-

grams in adaptive behavior, Granted the truth these statements, there

is yet the need to provide objective and systematic methods to develop

behavioral programs for institutionalized residents and to measure and

evaluate their effectiveness.

Our purpose, however, is not to reform this state of affairs. Rather,

it is to provide prototypes to establish, measure, ane objectively eval-

uate residential programs. These prototypes or progr&m models are designed

to ascomodate more severely retarded residents and vould specify applied

research procedures for program development in residential institutions

as well. To accomplish this, re will present several paradigms. The

first paradigm describes an empirical method to develop and evaluate

routine residential clinical programs in adaptive behavior. The second

describes a number of research proposals which provide criteria to develop

more complex programs in order to improve adaptive behaviors in the more

severely retarded.

Vethod

To accomplish this, we began by developing an extensive ite- pool

of the behaviors of ambulant severely and profounely mentally retarded

residents at Central Wisconsin Colony. This resulted in the Central

Wisconsin Colony Scales of Adaptive Behavior. Using the method of direct

ol:servation, the behaviors ,:ere subsequently broken deo.in into seporate

categories: a) those representing fune.tional independence, or eating-

drinking, dressing-undressing, and toiletin-: skills, or what is now Form

I of the CWC Scales; and b) those which represented social coping behaviors

'15
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or Form II of the Scales.

The rak! data which were obtained' from the observations

transformed into simple linear and into more co -plex scales. A detzl/

account of the statistical procedures involved in these transforrat

are reported elsewhere. (See Balthazar EnDlish, a, b, an(' c).

scales were designed to Le administered by rater technicians who

specifically trained for the purpose. Please remember that Iht L,

technicians, provi4t4 evelqation services Lush tyre ineepeneot tnosq

rendered la treatment personnel.. To achieve oject'vity, the technicians

were not involved in morlfyin7 behaviors, nor in any way uere they con-

cerned' with treating or training subjects. Except or the toileting scales,

the technicians provPcd date tich tete beset' u,on direct observation and

did not rely u^on verbal report. (B:lthazar, C English, a, b, and c).

W.TIV3

oxientt;lon and Prq-biselirle Studies* Our first figure describes an input-

fledback system uhich provides the basis for routine clinic:1 studies.

Put Figure 1 about here

In generals th:, rater begins his evaluation procodurts by observing

the subject or subjects before baseline administration studies are made.

The purpose of these prelL7inary or pre-baseline studies is to acquaint

the rater technician with the subjects) and ith their behaviors, and

also lath specific ward procedures. The orientation or pre-baseline stu%ies

permitted preliminary program planning on the part of rAofessional person

nell encoutac.e0 contacts tett-eon vatd personnel ent' nroftssionel staff;

4G
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and provided a decision-making basis regarding the selection and matching

of subjects :or individual ane' group studies.

Baseline Evaluations: After these preliminar! prcc^evres, the scales

are administered. The technician then scores the data for profilin nur -

poses. Frequently, the technician supIlied either dittoed handouts shoi!in

graphs of the profile scores, or prepares the scores for visual presentation

using an cpaque projector.

The profile scores used in the baseline studies represented, as yv

have said, a continuum of eating-drinAnq, dressing-undressing, end toi-

leting skills, as sell as socially adaptive behaviors. The profile scores

themselves expressed very fine dimensions and broad ranges of these behav-

iors. The specific nature of the subscale items therefore facilitated

selection of target or terminal behaviors by the professional staff.

Selection and Interpolction of Froqual The professional staff also

undertook at this point to choose a particular prograi to modify or change

the behaviors :hich are expressed by the profile scores; and were respon-

sible for decisions regarding tll phases of treatment. Program respon-

sibility vas provided by interdisciplinary program staffing committees

or %y a program coordinator. (vie have discussed the nature and role of

interdisciplinary staff committees elsokhere (Balthazar CI Stevens, 1966),)

Briefly, such colmittees 'ere concerned lith the choice of program !.hich

included °potent coneitionin studies, milieu therapy, combinations of

these, or some form of vlocialized training. ivdements regarding program

'is
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effectiveness 1-ore hole in abeyance until retostin op:.rations lyre

completed.

Pronram Evaluation: Once the treatment goals ier: selected and t;-a pro-

grams thought to be ep-aopriate to then vvre developed, periodic retesting

as provided. Prortm evaluatio consists of measuring differences in

performances an,' these are seen as critical determinants of Program

effectiveness. The rating err' interpretation of Echr'viors vr-.. supervised

by trained psychologists. The psychologist vas a member of the program

stetting committee.

"hen the profile scores 1vre obtained from retesting consis-

tently expressed stable Offerences in the predicted direction, then

program effectiveness as hypothetically inferred. If such rare not

the cast, the re!testing (Iota furnished a basis for feedbee% ane programs

vere redesigned an modified eccureirrly.

ES2Zaaltg10.2=011 To achieve accuracy in musurin- effectiveness,

the professional staff administered the same progrcns to different croups

of similar subjects. Subjects could be classified in this manner :1,

using profile storos !fiich icre rovidcd pith a specific toeing convention

(Balthazar t English, a and c). with reputed "tests" of this nature

and ith available supportin data, the programs could then be rather

inforrally "stockpiled" for future use.

Feedbzci.,In ProKrea Develgpmeno Fi-,-ure 1 proviees op-rational sequences

vhich are analogous to en inputfeedback system. The operational sequen-

ces depicted by the paradigm in Fir:re I are interdependent and are designed

to provide data for rote routine etision-makim.
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Su7orficially, it is true that the par:eiejm in Figure I may resemble

mca:ms, open_ a in sore residential institutions. There are ho--

ever, sone eifferences in objectivity betueon )resent procedu:es and those

procedures .:hich are conventiona'ly represented in current institutional

practices. The critical decision points in Fl :ure T are based directly

upon baseline performance data % hich provided the criteria for making

judgments. This provides a difference beten :lrecent procedures and

those occurring in resieentil institutions.

DECISIOV-rAKING: 1:e mi-ht at this point ask the question as

to what critical decisions are to be made in order to mecsure pro rams

in adaptive behaviors more extensively. As tv see it, critical decision

factors comprise four main types or categories, as follows.

(1) Pecisions Involving Individual or Group Studied Greiaartly

there is little difficulty in choosing betyeen individual or Imago

studies. When ;oue studies become the objective, additional jucitilents

must be maee in many instances to obtain sufficient data so as to equate

experimental ant control Croups. To compare individuals groupst

a c.eod deal of specific infemetion is re..uired. !'.?yen ,,:roues are mathed,

as it sometimes occurs in the literature without the benefit of sufficient

data, matchin,_ is often superficial and is more apparent than real.

Horever, then the available behavioral data are complete, decisions

must be made regarding the selection of the erititcl variables to be studied.

Additional decisions must be made of a similar nature regardinl the homo-

geneous grouping of subjects for further investigations. Often grouping

or placement procedures in residential wares are quite superficial, ac-

complished on the basis of age, sex, and IQ alone. In using Farms I and

tf
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II of the Central lasconsin Colony Scales of Adaptive Behavior, hol ever,

matching can be accomplished by employing the profile scores, using five

individual categories of eating; or providing profile scores representing

dressing-undressing and toi3eting behaviors, as .ell as those Mich utilize

a variety of social coping behaviors. Obviously, in employing so many

behavioral dimensions, decisions must be made regarding their selection,

(2) Bedesioninn and I.Odiftcation of Procrams: Surely, critical

decisions in this category are among the most crucial and important to

program development and evaluation. Such decisions should be based, when-

ever possible, upon objective measures rather than opinion or precedent.

The redesigning and modification of programs should be based upon empirical

findings, using performance data as the criterion. Charnes in program

then should be based directly upon measurable changes in performance

levels. Subjectivity in decision-making uill occur, hovever, vith respect

to the judgments regarding the size of increment which represents perform-

ance change, even though the scores may be in the appropriate direction.

A number of eetiestions may be asked regarding the matter of subjectivity

here. For example, is the increment of sufficient size to arrant endorse-

ment of the program? Is it too small? Should m use nor- parametric or

parametric statis...ics to employ tests of significance to measure differences

in performance levels? And thnt does statistical significance really

mean then it is used to measure critical differences in adaptive behavior?

Actually, the answers to these questions, or at least a partial

ansivr to them, lies in careful study of the profile scores thenelves,

employing as iv must the constructs thich are obtained from studies of

learning and reinforcenent. the anster to the problem is empirical

and experimental.

r a
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(3) 3taffin- Pattern Recuirements: General and Slecial Training

Ueed %: These are combined, since they are governed by very

principles. Certainly, think it extremely inportnt, Olen plinning

or developing programs, to have obje-tive measures of program staffing,

or manpo,,er rerpircments. A frecuently used method to determine manpo'er

needs in residential institutions is provided by tine-and-motion studies.

The ultimate purpose of these studies, Lhich have been borroyed from

industry, is to eliminzte unnecessary and re)etitious p0/1: procedures,

to simplify and standardize task operctions, to integrate and organize

effective !yr% output, and to improve ork environments by redesigning

then.

Although the i.ention in using time and motion studies under these

circumstances is often a worthy one, it begs the question because there

is little hnoyledge.regarding the appropriateness of the program. Unlike

industry, knowledge of production and quality control in manufacturing a

product is missing,. There is no real evidence concerning the effectiveness

of the pro^rem under study.

nevertheless, t;-,e value of mznpo,er studies becomes evident when

the value of the program is known. Once this has been ascertained, man-

power or staffing pattern studies can provide appropriate eependcnt variables

for Furth -r investigation.

To a considerable extent, this principle also tpplies to needed in-

service training levels. In order to develol programs, it is necessary

to knot, the reepirements fo specialized and general in-service training.

Hot' long pill it take, for example, to train area aiees to become pro-

ficient in operant cohditioning techniques? what are the a propriate

training levels for ward personnel tho are responsible for the general

care of the resident?

L
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(4) Stoc!:pilinc: Cedino. Cerivrni5on. Data Frocesskriq: And, finally,

to complete ou: critical dt.:;isionmaking list, cone to the matter of

stockpiling programs, The nimary purpose of stoc',:piling is to )stablish

a reservoir or poi iron fi:ch app:opriate, empirically tested programs

may be dral.n. To identify such progre.ms, holever, it is necessary to

employ a coding convention %!lich is based upon the profile scores. 1!e

have developed a ce:lir,; convention for this purpose (Balthazar a English,

a and c). A coding sy::'..?L'In-.y also be. established for eating-drinking,

dressing-undn.sini, c;:d tail." %chavio..- without difficulty. Viareover,

the coding convention n. be elziatad easily for keypunching and stored in

a central locat'.on :o.. Lotr py:A:es

Oi.c7.SI01:;:24.i:?:1G; Figure 2 reintro-

dusas the fe-.6oPc% a,, opt 1W:h provides the basis for critical decision-

making.

Note that i.

Fioilc 2 .bc..*: hart

JiL 3it to ccrrelate critical decision-

making points procedures vhich mere delineated in

Figure I. :*? J depicts c mucn vphisticated arrangement

than that deplotc. i in :{.t -, 4:r.ce a:e concerned ith the baseline

behavioral t3;rs:--;ior,7 fr.: 3 ).th e ::an mItch a number of experimental

ane control N-Lop-..,

k lot this reason. Figure 2 depicts

not ioutino operation-,, as does Fivre 1, but it represents the

possibilities for mote complicated research programs. Figure 2 is Ruch
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more representative of the operational procedures yhich are necessary

for stockpiling; and it eescribes operations Yhich are essential to pro-

gram development, if ye are to te':e institutional programning seriously.

I think that this is rather a basic point. It Ivyle appear to no

that the real contribut'on of institutional programs is in direct pro-

portion to the benefits they bring visably to the residents. It .oule

seem also, that the criterion for evaluation should be determined by rather

basic, stable changes in behavior. And by behavior, we mean changes in

functionally independent skills end/or interpersonal co,ing behaviors.

But a certain degree of experimental rigor is needed to measure these.

We need, for example, to control for age or maturational factors, for

"placebo" effects, for changes in environment ane in treatment for

"Hawthorne" effects so-called, ane so on. Controls of this sort are

essential in measuring adaptive behaviors and are cerived in part from

careful grouping ane matching of subjects. Matching, or equating subjects,

in terms of control anc' treatment groups must utilize the data 'filch are

obtained from the baseline evaluations. ObviouslY, program evaluation

must therefore derive from retest scores vhich indicate substantial and

stable differences in performance.

aligilaistaVAU.Sairle Red111201=aldlailifailQ0, Protr Ins: Clearly,

v* no refer to the most basic and fundamental of eeci:,ions, those regard-

ing the value or north of routine programs in a given institutional setting.

Undoubtedly, such decision-ma!:ing represents a most provocative aspect

in our presentation. Horever, little has keen deno, if anythinc, to

thoroughly test routine institutional programs. Rich has berm actom-

plishee, hovever, in testing the application of certain therapies in
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specialized settings ineependent of the institutional settings. But

lacking facility in multieisciplinary relationships, in professional

supervision, anr' in levels of communication between ward and superviscry

staff personnel present, :ormida%le obstacles to the development and

application of remedial programs have occurred when programs are applied

on routine basis. The point being presentee here is that it does not

really matter whether or not a program will work under highly specialized

conditions. Rether, it is important that objective research be accomplished

so that it can provide innovative but %!orkable residential programs on a

routine, day-by-dey basis. Along these lines, we submit that one way

to accomplish this is by providing programs with a built-in system to

evaluate and modify them then necessary. Cnce this is done, a number

of decisions can be made.

Pronram Develoomenti Staffing Patterns: Stockpilinot etc.* Naturally,

empirically verified programs are extremely valuable as a basis for

studying the effects of staffing patterns upon profile scores. Once a

Program has been proven to be effective for specifically identified

subjects, it can serve as a dependent variable, since the profile scores

will vary or remain relatively stable when te changethe number of staff

members.

Before this can be accomplished, however, it will be necessary to

evaluate training levels. Here, we nay employ a separate rating scale

to obtain judgments regareing their levels of general or specialized

training as required. Once these ratings are available, and this %ould

include data regarding the vat= of the program, tn ..,xperita ntel basis

is provieed for evaluating Loth staffing patterns and needed training

levels.

0U
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Certainly, specific kno,pleece of these events is helpful in stock-

pro':rams for future use. Knooledge of the stability of the profile

scores under changing environr.ental conOitions ane the similarities of

the scores in appropriately classifying subjects are essential to these

operations. Regarding classification, -t have spent sore time on this

subject for this purpose (see Balthazar & En(!lish, 1%9 a, b, and c;

Balthazar, 1970).

alscutsiQn

Finally, we core at last to the question as to hether or not te

think that the measurement of adaptive behaviors is helpful for pro-ram-

ming. On the basis of our previous remarks, the ansver is obviously,

yes, if ve proceed carefully along experimental lines to measure, clas-

sify, and evaluate such behaviors. We fully realize that under prevailing

circumstances, in most resFential institutions, it -ill not be easy.

Unless .o successfully apply experimental finein7s to eesic!ning ward

programs, our approach to program development will be superficial.

Critics of on-going residential programs may tell be ric:ht in their as-

sertions that the substance of such programs are more apparent than real,

and provide face validity at best. The actual criterion for present

residential pro- ramming viii continue to be that vhich vill sell, that

vhich is politic, anc' vhether or not it will continue to please a pre-

vailing prover struct.v. On the other hand, ve must face the challenge

also as to our capability in applying the knotiedge to make alternative

methods in nrogrtm development possible.
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The Mental Health Technician (Associate) In

The Psychological Service

Sherman Yen, Ph.D.
Henryton State Hospital

Henryton, haryland

Introduction

The critical need for mental health manpower has been long

recognized (Albee 1961). Hunter, et al. (1968) urged for an

imaginative and a novel solution to meet this need. In recent

years, the notion to train mental health workers at the under-

graduate level has been widely considered by both mental hygiene

experts and high learning institutions. Uellner (1960 pointed

out that in order to meet the shortage of mental health personnel,

one of the possible solutions was the development and utilization

of the Mental Health Technician or Associate. Academically, the

mental health technician program developed generally under two

categories: (1) the programs which were developed by the com-

munity (Junior) college lead to an Associate of Arts degree, and

(2) the programs which were developed by the four year colleges

lead to a B.S. degree. One of the pioneers in the development

of training program within a two year curriculum was introduced

by Hadley and True (1967) at Purdue University. Thy conference

on "The Community College in Mental Health Training" conducted

by Southern Regional Education Board (1966) apparently facilitated

the interests and the program development for many community col-
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loges in the region.

Since the Mental Health Technician (MHT) programs are faii new

and the graduates are few, the exact functions of the NHT in a

particular service are not clearly defined. The majority of the

reports are limited to either a -roposal format or limited to

some functions within the framework of a particular agency.

Vidaver (1969) stated that judging from the curriculum design,

the MHT's have acquired with some rudimentary professional skills,

such as, interviewing, consulting, and acting as liaisons between

different agencies. McPheeters (1966) suggested that the MHT can

function well in the area of working with individual patients,

administration, research, etc. Stewart (1966) propose,: that with-

in the social service frame of reference, the MHT could accomplish

tasks, such as, interviewing the patients and their families, and

collecting background information. In a perhaps more psycholo-

gically oriented presentation, Wellner (1968) identified five

particular functions of the MHT; interviewer, counseling-psycho

therapist, expeditor, behavior engineer, and researcher (or re-

search assistants).

Function

The present discussion is based upon my retrospective ex-

perience as the past Chairman of the Field Supervision Subcom-

mittee of a MHT advisory Committee from one of the community

colleges in the Baltimore area and the accumulated supervision

impressions of a group of MHT trainees in the psychological
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service of both a state hospital for the mentally r,Aarded and a

comprehensive pediatric clinic in the community setting. It should

be pointed out that while some of the MHT's functions in the psycho-

logical services are exclusively psychologically oriented, some of

their functi.Jns are commonly shared by other service disciplines,

such as, psychiatry and social service.

I. Intervic:w. The utilization of interviewing teaniques

is one area vilich the MHT can most effectively function. My ex-

perience is that the *IT does not necessarily have to conduct

brief, and impressionistic interview, but, rather in depth inter-

views, such as identification of the intellectual functioning

level, the language and communication ability, emotional develop-

ment, and the understanding of the integrative patterns of a

patient. At the initial stage, some guidelines arc useful which

is not essentially different from the on-job-training for a

highly trained psychologist at the same phrase of professional

development.

2. Psycho!,-etric evaluation. The MHT can also succdssfully

administer some selected standardized psychological tests and/or

evaluation scales under minimal supervision. However, the inter-

pretation and/or clinical differential diagnostic work needs to

be done by a psychologist. The MHT's involvement in this partic-

ular function causes some professional ethic issues and concerns

which will be discussed later.

3. Follow-up recommendations. Psychological services have
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been frustrated for a long time by the lack of feedback regarding

their specific recommendations made. The need for the modifica-

tion such of recormendations usually presents itself at a case

follow-up evaluation conference which generally is too late to

profit the patient. The M can then effectively interpret the

psychological recommendations to a reciprocal agency, follow the

progress, and suggest that some of the recommendations be altered

to the psychologist. This function of the !HT deserves special

attention since at the time psychological recommendations are not

practical, but, rarely are they brought to the attention of a

clinician. As being such, t-ith assistance from the NHT, such a

defect perhaps can be eliminated.

4. Service consultant. An area rarely stressed is that the

MHT can serve as an educational consultant and a representative

from psyChological services to other less academically oriented,

semi-professional staff of an agency. At the practical level

then, the MHT participate in various orientations and on-job-

training programs. One of the -Jossible advantages of using the

MHT in this service capacity is that since they are less equipped

with psychological jargon, they perhaps can more effectively com-

municate with the other disciplines.

5. CourCseling and asvchotheram. It may be expected that

the MHT will conduct counseling and /or psychotherapy in terms of

short term treatment. In a mental retardation training center,

their skill related to this particular function is conceivably
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operative since in most instances, the counseling procedure usually

is limited to a directive approach vhereas "Insightful" or "non-

directive" counseling generally is non- mraccical.

6. Behavior modification agent. One of the most important

functions of the MHT's is their ability to serve as bthavior modio

fication agents. I feel that this task is More suitable for the

MHT at an executive level, since behavior Modification procedure

generally is operationally defined, consequently, the MHT should be

able to function more independently and less dependent on the in-

tensive supervision of a psychologist. The particular tasks in

this area can range from assisting in program planning, interpre-

tating the outline of a behavior modification program to other

disciplines, collecting data, and delivering rewards or punish-

ment, etc.

7. Research. Another area which shows great potential, but

has rarely been thoroughly explored is the WIT's function as a re-

search assistant. I have explored the possibility for the MHT trainees

to conduct some research activities, such as, collecting data, and

data calculation, with some success. In general, this specific

function of the MHT is not only largely dependent on the guidance of

an experienced psychologist's knowledge, but his professional in-

terests as well.

In survey related to the MHT's professional seven functions

within the psychological service framework, I have found that ad-

ministering psychological tests and conducting counseling sessions
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were the two most preferred tasks, while functioning as a behavior

agent stands second high on the preference list. The research

activities appear to be the least attractive. one. This survey was

conducted with a group of t-o years MHY trainees. The results are

understandably so, since psychological testing has been tradition-

ally identified as one of the primary functions of a psychologist

and at times it has been mysteriously glorified. A possible explana-

tion of the less attractive research activity is that academically

the MHT's are not oriented for such a task. For instance, in some

of the two year nHT training programs, college mathematics is not

even required.

Implications

The inferences of successful utilization of the MHT's in the

psychological service are multitudinous, and can be summarized as

follows:

1. It should free the psychologist of doctoral and /or masters

level for more creative tasks. For instance, Wollner (1968) re-

porteJ that superintendents of state mental hospitals throughout

the country identified the testing role as being the major contribu-

tion of psychologists in such hospitals. The function of admin-

istering routine tests -a task usually resented by many doctoral

psychologists, can be easily taken over by the MHT's. Hovever,

the successful performance of this function will depend partly on

the modification of some present existing professional ethical codes.

For instance;. should MHT be involved in psychological tests at
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all? This issue remains to be answered by the professional organi-

zation.

In this regard, Wellner (1968) summarized;

They (MHT) will be available to provide those

direct services for which there are not enough

trained people now. The professional will,

meanwhile, be able to utilize that knowledge

which is uniquely his, to further develop ser-

vices, to develop improved methods of delivery

of services, and to train technicians...

2. Another obvious advantage is that additional manpower

available in the psychological service, and a lighter case load

per person, better patient care in terms of both qualitative and

quantitative can be resulted.

3. The utilization of the MHT in a psychological service

frame of reference undoubtedly will elicit some existential anxiety

among the psychologists who currently devote most of their time to

performirg thc, abo,e tasks, and at similarly level as the MHT's.

By the same token, the LHT will likely disrupt the traditional

roles of those olinician3. I offer no practical solution in

this regard, and feel that after all, some existential anxiety may

not be totally unhealthy.

4. From the previous mentioned 7 functions of the MHT's, we

can easily detect that their basic tasks are both routine and as-

sistive in nature. The question raises, to what extent, would



this type of work continue to attract MHT's in a given position?

5. Another concern is that since the MHT's have a shorter

academic training background, and since they generally depend

rather intensively on the on-the-job training for th- further de-

velopment of their professional skills; it is quite possible that

the MHT has narrower range of professional skills and practical ex-

periences. These and defined by the training psychologist and

the philosophical orientation of a particular psychological service.

If this speculation is correct, then, the transferring potentials

of a MHT from psychological service to another psychological ser-

vice of a different agency would likely be more difficult.

6. Another issue that remains to be answered is the differen-

tial functions between those rHTs who have received four years of

academic training and those A° received two years of training.

While no practical answer is available due to the newness of the

program, I feel that the M}ITs from the four year programs theoretic-

ally are more capable of independent works, especially in the area

of research.

Conclusion

In predis then, I am convinced that through my years of

association with a program training MHTs, that they are important

assets for the psychological services in both fields of mental

retardation and mental hygiene and, that they have the potential to

play a dynamic role in the decade to come. However, I would like

to say that a successful utilization of the MHTs in a particular

service discipline is not only dependent on the continuous creation
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of job .;lassifications, but, a systematic analysis and investigation

of the flHT's professional strength and uoakness and based on their

actual job performance eitYer at a state or national level.
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